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Abstract—In future “Internet of Things” environment, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are expected to play a crucial part by integrating them into a part of infrastructure. For this, large-scale WSNs comprising heterogeneous devices from multiple vendors should be feasible. Virtualization in WSNs is of great significance as a way to effect integration of WSNs. In this paper, we propose a method for constructing a robust virtual wireless sensor network; this method is inspired by human brain networks, which are known for their robustness and high efficiency. Through simulation experiments, we show that our proposed method has high robust connectivity and robust average path length.

Index Terms—Virtual topology, Human brain network, Hierarchical modular structure.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the recent past, considerable attention centered on wireless sensor networks (WSNs) as a vital technology for realizing the so-called “Internet of Things.” WSNs are expected to play a crucial part by integrating them into a part of infrastructure shared by multiple applications [1].

Given this context, multiple vendors will deploy various types of sensor nodes in the same area. To integrate WSNs and share physical substrates of sensor nodes in such a heterogeneous environment, virtualization of WSNs is one key solution.

Although virtualization of WSNs has been worked on by many researchers [2], [3], how to make a virtual topology for each application in an overlay layer has not been discussed enough. Because environmental changes, such as diverse traffic patterns, varying traffic demands and addition/removal of virtual nodes, can occur in the virtualization of sensor networks, efficiency and connectivity are important when constructing a virtual wireless sensor network (VWSN) that must offer communication guarantees. Along these lines, we propose a method to construct a VWSN topology with a modular community structure and small-world properties.

Also robustness of average path length is the characteristic that average path length keeps its length when some nodes fail. Brain networks have many features, but here we focus especially on their modularity and small-world properties. A brain network is composed from many modules, defined as a subset of nodes, where the nodes in the same module are densely intra-connected and the nodes in different modules are sparsely inter-connected by a few long-distance links [4]. This contributes to a high clustering coefficient and short average path length which is known for small-world properties, and leads to high communication efficiency in both global and local areas. Moreover, a highly clustered structure within modules permits many detour routes from one node to another in the same module. This leads to robust connectivity. To garner the advantages described above, we propose a method to construct a brain-inspired VWSN topology and evaluate our proposal in Section IV. We conclude this paper and describe future work in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

In the existing research, virtualization of WSNs is divided into two classes: node-level virtualization and network-level virtualization [1]. Node-level virtualization is a technique that enables multiple applications to run on a single node concurrently. Three types of solutions for node-level virtualization are considered according to which component supports the concurrency: OS-based [5], virtual machine-based [6] and middleware-based solutions [7]. In network-level virtualization, a subset of sensor nodes constitutes a virtual network for running one application. This virtualization leads to resource efficiency because the remaining nodes can be used for other applications. For network-level virtualization, two types of solutions are considered: overlay-based [3] and cluster-based solutions [8]. When we follow this classification, our target is network-level virtualization with overlay-based solution. Many overlay-based solutions for network-level virtualization have been proposed [2], [3]. The main objective of them
is to provide a framework of sharing physical substrates of deployed sensor nodes. However, how to make a virtual topology for each application in an overlay layer has not been discussed enough. Therefore, our focus is how to construct a robust VWSN topology for an application.

II. METHODOLOGY

A highly modular topology enables robust connectivity, and a small-world topology enables efficient communication. Therefore, we construct a VWSN topology with high modularity and small-world properties. In our proposal, a VWSN topology is constructed by integrating unit modules, which are groups of sensor nodes clustered together by the Newman algorithm [9], hierarchically. The Newman algorithm heuristically divides a network into some modules so that the modularity of the network is maximized. Additionally, the topology constructed by our proposal has small-world properties at each tier by adding a small fraction of long-distance links to a clustered topology. Note that our proposal and the choice of a method for dividing nodes to modules are independent. This means that any modular division algorithm can be applied.

In this paper, we assume that the reachability between any two nodes in the physical topology are guaranteed via multi-hop wireless or wired links. And then, communication between two nodes connected by a virtual link is realized via physical shortest path between them in an infrastructural topology.

III. METHOD

In this section, we describe a means of constructing an Nth-tier VWSN topology. We divide this problem into two small subproblems, as follows.

1. The first problem is, looking on an \((N-1)\)th-tier VWSN as one subnetwork, which two subnetworks are connected in the \(N\)th tier.
2. The second problem is how to map the endpoints of between-subnetwork \(N\)th-tier links to sensor nodes.

A method to solve the first problem is shown in Section III-A1, and a method to solve the second problem is shown in Section III-A2.

1) Constructing a virtual link in the \(N\)th tier: In this section, we describe a method of constructing a virtual link in the \(N\)th tier between subnetworks in the \((N-1)\)th tier. From the \(N\)th tier’s view, we take a VWSN in the \((N-1)\)th tier as one subnetwork (denoted by \(S^N_{i-1}\)). Note that \(S^N_{i-1}\) denotes a module identified by the Newman algorithm and \(S^N_{i} \) denotes a sensor node.

The proposed method of constructing an \(N\)th-tier VWSN topology consists of two steps, listed as follows.

1. Initial virtual topology construction
2. Virtual long-distance link additions to the initial virtual topology

In the first step, we construct an initial virtual topology on the basis of physical connections according to the rule that two \((N-1)\)th-tier subnetworks are connected by an \((N-1)\)th-tier virtual link when a pair of nodes connected by a physical link belong to respective \((N-1)\)th-tier subnetworks. Note that, disjoint subgraphs can exist in cases where there is no physical link between them. When this occurs, the closest subnetworks in terms of hop count are connected by an \((N-1)\)th-tier virtual link in order to guarantee connectivity of the network.

In the second step, we embed new \((N-1)\)th-tier virtual links in the initial virtual topology by using a preferential attachment rule according to physical distance constraints and degree. This is for providing small-world properties to the topology. The probability of adding an \((N-1)\)th-tier virtual link between \(S^N_{i-1}\) and \(S^N_{j-1}\), which belong to the same \(N\)th-tier module is as follows.

\[
P^N_{\text{intra}}(S^N_{i-1}, S^N_{j-1}) = \frac{G^\text{intra}(k^N_{S^N_{i-1}}, k^N_{S^N_{j-1}})}{F(h^N_{S^N_{i-1}, S^N_{j-1}})}
\]

where \(E^N\) is the set of virtual links in the graph complement of the \(N\)th-tier initial virtual topology, and \(F\) is a cost function: \(F(d) = e^{d/d_x}\), where \(d_x\) is constant parameter describing a cutoff for distance constraints. For this, \(k^N_{S^N_{i-1}}\) is the degree of \(S^N_{i-1}\), and \(h^N_{S^N_{i-1}, S^N_{j-1}}\) denotes the shortest hop count from \(S^N_{i-1}\) to \(S^N_{j-1}\) in the graph of the \(N\)th-tier initial virtual topology. \(G^\text{intra}\) is a strategy function for preferential embedding of a new link by taking the degrees of the endpoint subnetworks into account. We look into three different strategies of embedding a new link: we call the chosen strategy \(\text{intra}\), and it can be one of “hh,” “ll,” and “hl.” A pair of two higher-degree nodes is connected preferentially when \(\text{intra} = \text{hh}\), and a pair of two low-degree nodes is connected preferentially when \(\text{intra} = \text{ll}\). A higher-degree node and a lower-degree node are selected preferentially and connected when \(\text{intra} = \text{hl}\). Each definition of \(G^\text{intra}\) is as follows.

\[
G^{\text{hh}}(k_i, k_j) = k_i \cdot k_j,
\]

\[
G^{\text{ll}}(k_i, k_j) = k_i^{-1} \cdot k_j^{-1},
\]

\[
G^{\text{hl}}(k_i, k_j) = \max(k_i, k_j) \cdot |k_i - k_j|.
\]

Figure 1 shows one example describing which subnetworks are connected by added virtual links preferentially in respective strategies.

The number of virtual links added to the \(N\)th tier is \([C^N_{\text{intra}}|E^N_0]|\), where \(|E^N_0|\) denotes the number of links existing in the graph of the \(N\)th-tier initial virtual topology and \(C^N_{\text{intra}}\) denotes a constant with \(0 \leq C^N_{\text{intra}} \leq 1\).

2) Constructing a virtual link between lower-tier virtual subnetworks according to the \(N\)th-tier virtual links: In this section, we explain how to map an \(N\)th-tier virtual link to a virtual link between nodes. To do so, we choose the endpoints of an \(N\)th-tier virtual link among its \((N-1)\)th-
between its left operand belongs to $S_N$ here that the relational operator “$\in$” whose right operand is an $N$th-tier subnetwork ($S_N$) means that a subnetwork denoted in its left operand belongs to $S_N$.

The probability of adding an $(N-1)$th-tier virtual link between $S_{i}^{N-1}$ and $S_{j}^{N-1}$ is defined as

$$P_{\text{inter}}(S_{i}^{N-1}, S_{j}^{N-1}) = \frac{G^{\text{inter}}(k_{S_{i}^{N-1}}, k_{S_{j}^{N-1}})}{\sum_{S_{a}^{N-1} \in S_{x}^{N}, S_{b}^{N-1} \in S_{y}^{N}} G^{\text{inter}}(k_{S_{a}^{N-1}}, k_{S_{b}^{N-1}})},$$

where $S_{x}^{N} \neq S_{y}^{N}, S_{i}^{N-1} \in S_{x}^{N}$ and $S_{j}^{N-1} \in S_{x}^{N}$. $G^{\text{inter}}$ is a strategy function for selecting endpoints $S_{i}^{N-1}$ and $S_{j}^{N-1}$ preferentially according to their degrees in the $N$th-tier WSN topology. We look into three different strategies of embedding a new link between subnetworks and the strategies are “HH,” “LL,” and “HL,” with the same meanings as “hh,” “ll,” and “hl” mentioned above, but applied to between-subnetwork links.

Figure 2 shows one example describing which subnetworks are selected as endpoints of $N$th-tier virtual link preferentially in respective strategies.

The number of virtual links for each upper-tier link is $C_{\text{inter}}^{N}(E_{S_{x}^{N}} + E_{S_{y}^{N}})$, where $E_{S_{x}^{N}}$ is the number of $(N-1)$th-tier virtual links embedded in $N$th-tier WSN topology of $S_{x}^{N}$, and $C_{\text{inter}}^{N}$ denotes a constant with $0 \leq C_{\text{inter}}^{N} \leq 1$. A VWSN topology comprising all sensor nodes can be constructed ultimately by applying this method recursively until $N = 1$.

IV. SIMULATION EVALUATION

We evaluate our proposed method and compare it with a bio-inspired small-world network construction method (we call it bio-inspired) [10]. We briefly explain this method in Section IV-A. Our proposal, we call it the brain-inspired configurating method (BICM), has nine sets of results, resulting from choosing a combination of one of three strategies for intra and one of three strategies for inter. To distinguish each strategy, we label each as BICM(intra,inter).

A. Bio-inspired methods for attaining small-world properties

The bio-inspired method has been proposed to introduce the small-world properties to WSNs with non-uniform node density by using bio-inspired techniques [10]. Since this method is not for constructing a virtual topology, we regard the constructed topology as a virtual topology. The method consists of two steps: clustering and selecting nodes connected via long-distance links.

First, we explain the clustering algorithm, which uses a lateral inhibition technique. At the initial step, each node regards itself as a cluster head and stores its information. The information stored by node $v$ is a combination of $H_i$, $h_{v,H_i}$, and $k_{H_i}$. $H_i$ is the node identifier of the cluster head of cluster $i$. $h_{v,H_i}$ is the minimum hop counts from node $v$ to $H_i$ and $k_{H_i}$ is the degree of $H_i$. Therefore, node $v$ stores $H_i = v$, $h_{v,H_i} = 0$ and $k_{H_i} = k_v$, as default. Then, each node floods control packets which contain the stored information. Each node updates the information according to the received and stored information when it receives a control message. As an example, we assume that node $w$ is associated with $H_j$, which means that it belongs to cluster $j$. When $k_{H_i} < k_{H_j}$ and $h_{w,H_i} < \eta$, where $\eta$ restricts the maximum hop counts to the cluster head, node $w$ changes to be associated with $H_i$, belongs to cluster $i$ and updates its stored information accordingly. Further, when $k_{H_i} = k_{H_j}$ and $h_{w,H_i} < h_{w,H_j}$, node $w$ changes to be associated with $H_j$ and updates its stored information accordingly. When the hop counts to two different places are the same, node $w$ randomly decides whether to keep or update the information. After this, node $w$ floods the received packet after it increments the hop count by one. The process shown above is iterated until each node belongs to the cluster whose cluster head has the maximum degree within $\eta$ hops.

Second, we explain a means of identifying nodes to be connected via long-distance links by using a flocking technique.
To efficiently decrease average path length, a peripheral node of a cluster and a centroid node of a cluster are connected by a long-distance link. A peripheral node of a cluster is a node located at the bounds of the cluster, and a centroid node of a cluster is a node whose closeness centrality is the maximum. Closeness centrality is the inverse number of the sum of the shortest hop counts from a node to all the others in the network within clusters. This is defined as

$$Closeness(v_i) = \frac{1}{\sum_{w \neq v_i, w \in C_i} sd(v_i, w)},$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where \(sd(v_i, w)\) is the minimum hop count between two nodes. Centroid node \(c_i\) floods a control message in cluster \(i\) to determine the peripheral nodes of cluster \(i\). At this time, each node in cluster \(i\) acquires the hop count to \(c_i\). After that, a node from which the hop count to \(c_i\) is the maximum compared with its neighbors behaves as a peripheral node.

Each peripheral node \(v\) chooses the number of antenna elements \(\phi\) at random and decides a beam width and a beam length. The value of \(\phi\) is in range from 2 to \(\Phi\). The beam length and the beam width are given by \(\phi r\) and \(\frac{\phi r}{2}\) respectively, where \(r\) is the communication range in nondirectional mode. Each peripheral node \(v\) looks for centroid nodes lying within a radius of \(\phi r\) and lists them up as a candidate of endpoints to be connected via a long-distance link. Then, peripheral node \(v\) eliminates \(c\) from the candidates on condition that a neighboring peripheral node and centroid node \(c\) are already connected. Finally, node \(v\) chooses the node to which the shortest hop count is the maximum among the candidates and a long-distance link is embedded between it and node \(v\).

**B. Evaluation metrics**

We evaluate a VWSN topology in terms of small-worldness, average path length in the virtual network, average path length in the physical network, total number of virtual links, modularity, robustness of connectivity, and robustness of average path length.

In [11], the metric \(\omega\) which described small-worldness of topology was proposed. \(\omega\) is calculated from the clustering coefficient, that of an equivalent lattice network, average path length, and that in an equivalent random network. For this purpose, equivalence between networks indicates that they have the same degree distribution. Formally, \(\omega\) is defined as

$$\omega = \frac{L_{\text{rand}}}{L} - \frac{C}{C_{\text{latt}}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where \(L\) and \(L_{\text{rand}}\) are average path length of the original network and equivalent random network respectively; \(C\) and \(C_{\text{latt}}\) are the clustering coefficient of the original network and an equivalent lattice network respectively. The value of \(\omega\) is in the range of \([-1, 1]\). When \(\omega \approx 0\), the original network has small-world properties; when \(\omega \approx 1\) it has random-like properties; and when \(\omega \approx -1\) it has lattice-like properties.

We define two types of average path length, denoted by APL, APL in the virtual network (vAPL) and APL in the physical network (pAPL). The value of vAPL is APL when nodes connected by a virtual link can communicate with each other directly. The value of pAPL is APL when nodes connected by a virtual link communicate with each other via the shortest multi-hop path in the physical network. Actual APL in physical networks may change depending on a means of realizing a long-distance link in the physical network. Thus, vAPL suggests the minimum APL and pAPL suggests the maximum APL in a VWSN.

In [9], the metric \(Q\) which describes modularity was proposed. The definition of modularity is the following:

$$Q = \sum_{i} \left(e_{ii} - a_{ii}^2\right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \(i\) denotes a group identifier and \(e_{ii}\) denotes the ratio of the number of links whose endpoints belong to the same group to the total number of edges; \(a_{ii}\) is the probability that at least one of the endpoints of an uniformly randomly chosen link belongs to group \(i\). Then, \(a_{ii}^2\) is the expected probability that both endpoints of a link belong to the same group.

The robustness of connectivity and APL are evaluated by removing nodes one at a time. We evaluate the robustness of connectivity by comparing the decrease in component size which describes the number of nodes belonging to the maximally connected subgraph; we evaluate the robustness of APL by comparing the increase in APL. When all paths between node \(i\) and node \(j\) are lost owing to the removal of nodes, APL is calculated by looking on the hop count between them as the number of nodes. We suppose two modes of node removal: random failure and targeted attack. In the random failure mode, we randomly choose a node to be removed in the next time step. In the targeted attack mode, we choose the highest degree node to be removed in the next time step.

**C. Evaluation of three-tiered VWSN topology**

In this section, we evaluate a VWSN topology constructed based on the network which consists of two sensor networks and one wired link. Two sensor networks, each comprising 150 sensor nodes, are embedded in an area of size \(1000 \times 1000\) m\(^2\). For one of the two sensor networks, 150 sensor nodes are deployed at randomly chosen locations within the rectangular domain with corners, denoted in meters along the coordinates of the point \((x, y)\), at \((0, 0)\) and \((400, 1000)\); the other 150 sensor nodes are deployed at randomly chosen locations within the rectangular domain given by \((600, 0)\) and \((1000, 1000)\). Additionally, two sensor networks are connected by one wired link whose endpoint nodes are static once selected.

In this simulation, we construct a three-tiered VWSN topology based on this physical topology and evaluate it. Table I shows the parameter settings. We use OMNeT++ [12] to perform the simulation experiments. When we use the physical topology mentioned above, the value of \(E^{N_\text{inter}} + E^{N_\text{intra}}\) is comparatively large, and, hence, the number of virtual links embedded between first-tier modules is large; this results in low modularity. Therefore, we set \(C_{\text{inter}}^N\) to the lower value than \(C_{\text{inter}}^L\) in the higher tier.
TABLE I
PARAMETER SETTINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BICM</td>
<td>$C_{\text{intra}}^N$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$C_{\text{inter}}^N$ (N ≠ 1)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$C_{\text{inter}}^0$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bio-inspired</td>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Phi$</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Structural properties: In this section, we evaluate structural properties of a VWSN topology and summarize, in Table II, its small-worldness $\omega$, vAPL, pAPL, total number of virtual links and modularity $Q$.

Although a BICM-based VWSN possesses small-world properties, it is comparatively lattice-like. In BICM, a means of selecting the endpoints of the inter-module links has strong effects upon vAPL and pAPL. In case of inter = HH or inter = HL, the vAPL of an entire network is relatively small because long-distance links are embedded between nodes with high degree. In contrast, vAPL of an entire network is relatively large in case of inter = LL. A bio-inspired VWSN shows the most small-world properties because $\omega$ approximately equals zero. Moreover, though the number of virtual links is the largest, it achieves the smallest vAPL and pAPL among all the methods because of the flocking technique. Because peripheral nodes do not connect to centroid nodes to which its neighbor has already been connected, the long-distance links are dispersed all around the network. Moreover, APL is drastically reduced because a peripheral node chooses the centroid node to which the shortest hop count is the largest as an endpoint of a long-distance link.

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF VWSNS CONSTRUCTED BY EACH METHOD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\omega$</th>
<th>vAPL</th>
<th>pAPL</th>
<th># of virtual links</th>
<th>$Q$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BICM(hh,HH)</td>
<td>-0.419</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>10.65</td>
<td>1576</td>
<td>0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BICM(hh,LL)</td>
<td>-0.491</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>13.47</td>
<td>1576</td>
<td>0.834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BICM(hl,HL)</td>
<td>-0.428</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>1577</td>
<td>0.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BICM(hl,HH)</td>
<td>-0.403</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>10.11</td>
<td>1578</td>
<td>0.839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BICM(ll,LL)</td>
<td>-0.434</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>1576</td>
<td>0.842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BICM(ll,HL)</td>
<td>-0.365</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>11.01</td>
<td>1577</td>
<td>0.834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BICM(ll,HH)</td>
<td>-0.400</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>10.35</td>
<td>1578</td>
<td>0.834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BICM(hl,LL)</td>
<td>-0.410</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>11.74</td>
<td>1579</td>
<td>0.806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BICM(hl,HL)</td>
<td>-0.403</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>10.98</td>
<td>1577</td>
<td>0.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bio-inspired</td>
<td>-0.163</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>1683</td>
<td>0.730</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Robustness of connectivity: The robustness of connectivity in regard to random failure and targeted attack are evaluated in this section. Figures 3a and 3b show the decrease in component size when removal modes are set to random failure and targeted attack, respectively. Note that the probability that the nodes at the end of a wired link fail is smaller than the other nodes because such nodes can charge their batteries through the wired link. From this, we suppose that the nodes at the end of a wired link do not fail.

The decrease in component size is almost the same for each method in case of random failure. In BICM, when removal mode is set to targeted attack, links between modules are removed with high probability, which may result in sharp decrease of component size. In case of inter = LL, a VWSN has high robustness of connectivity because it remains the component sizes high. A VWSN constructed by the bio-inspired method also has high robustness of connectivity because the whole physical topology remains in its virtual topology.

3) Robustness of average path length: The robustness of vAPL and pAPL in regard to random failure and targeted attack are evaluated in this section. Figures 4a and 4b show the tendency toward the increase in vAPL when removal modes are set to random failure and targeted attack, respectively. In Figure 4a, sharp increase of vAPL is caused by the failure of an endpoint node of an inter-module link and the magnitude of such a jump of vAPL describes the impact of a node failure. This jump can be seen at any results of BICM and the bio-inspired method. It is noteworthy that the failure of one endpoint node of an inter-module link can cause the sharp increase of vAPL when using strategy of inter = HH or inter = HL. This is because long-distance links are concentrated to a small fraction of endpoint nodes of an inter-module link. On the other hand, the VWSN constructed by BICM with strategy inter = LL is robust since long-distance links are decentralized. When we construct a VWSN by bio-inspired method, a pair of a centroid node and a peripheral node is connected by a long-distance link. This means that two modules are likely to be connected by two or more long-distance links, between a centroid node and a peripheral node. Therefore, vAPL increases sharply in bio-inspired method when several centroid nodes are failed. Because vAPL does not increase sharply until multiple centroid nodes fail, bio-inspired VWSN is robust of vAPL. In targeted attack, however, a BICM-based VWSN with the strategy inter = HH or inter = HL, or bio-inspired-based VWSN, is vulnerable on vAPL. This is because a node with high degree which is connected by inter module link is removed at an early step. When removal mode is set to targeted attack, a BICM-based VWSN with strategy inter = LL is highly robust in terms of vAPL.

Figures 5a and 5b show the tendency toward increase in pAPL when removal mode is random failure and targeted attack, respectively. Robustness of pAPL of a VWSN constructed by respective method is on the same level as robustness of vAPL against random failure. A VWSN constructed by the bio-inspired method has a lower pAPL because its topology is almost the same as those of the physical network and almost all the physical shortest paths are available. On the other hand, since communication between modules is allowed only via nodes selected as endpoints of virtual links, extra hops caused by detour are more common in our proposal. When removal mode is targeted attack, a BICM-based VWSN with the strategy inter = LL is highly robust in terms of pAPL. A bio-inspired VWSN has the highest robustness on pAPL in regard to targeted attack because its topology is the almost
same as that of physical networks. From the above, BICM with the strategy \textit{inter} = LL is the method which achieves high robustness with regard to both vAPL and pAPL.

When we consider all results, multi-tiered VWSNs constructed by our proposed method have small-worldness, communication efficiency, robustness of connectivity, and robustness of APL. The evaluation of two-tiered VWSN topology give the same results as shown above. This suggests that the sub-networks observed at an arbitrary tier (scale level) of the VWSN constructed by our method will have similar properties.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a method to construct a VWSN topology; this method was inspired by brain networks. Our proposal consists of three steps: dividing sensor networks into unit modules, constructing a virtual topology possessing the small-world properties in each tier, and mapping the endpoints of a virtual link to nodes. We investigate combinations of three strategies for constructing virtual links within a tier and three strategies for configuring virtual links in lower tiers on the basis of virtual links in a higher tier.

Simulation experiments showed that the strategy for configuring virtual links in lower tiers plays a significant role in the robustness and communication efficiency of the constructed VWSN topology. When no less than one of the endpoints of an inter-module long-distance link has high degree, global communication efficiency can be improved but its topology is vulnerable against targeted attack. When lower-degree nodes in different modules are selected as the endpoint nodes of a virtual long-distance link, global communication efficiency remains slightly low but all three kinds of robustness (connectivity, vAPL, and pAPL) against targeted attack are high. Comparing a VWSN topologies, a VWSN topology constructed by our method is seen to have a higher robustness of vAPL against targeted attack than a topology constructed by the bio-inspired method does.

In future work, we hope to create a protocol to configure the VWSN topology adaptively in accordance with environmental changes. Because of the modular structure, a small adjustment of a few virtual links between modules should be sufficient to achieve that.
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Fig. 4. Robustness of average path length in the virtual network (vAPL)

Fig. 5. Robustness of average path length in the physical network (pAPL)